Diffusion tensor imaging findings in semi-acute mild traumatic brain injury.
The past 10 years have seen a rapid increase in the use of diffusion tensor imaging to identify biomarkers of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Although the literature generally indicates decreased anisotropic diffusion at more chronic injury periods and in more severe injuries, considerable debate remains regarding the direction (i.e., increased or decreased) of anisotropic diffusion in the acute to semi-acute phase (here defined as less than 3 months post-injury) of mild TBI (mTBI). A systematic review of the literature was therefore performed to (1) determine the prevalence of different anisotropic diffusion findings (increased, decreased, bidirectional, or null) during the semi-acute injury phase of mTBI and to (2) identify clinical (e.g., age of injury, post-injury scan time, etc.) and experimental factors (e.g., number of unique directions, field strength) that may influence these findings. Results from the literature review indicated 31 articles with independent samples of semi-acute mTBI patients, with 13 studies reporting decreased anisotropic diffusion, 11 reporting increased diffusion, 2 reporting bidirectional findings, and 5 reporting null findings. Chi-squared analyses indicated that the total number of diffusion-weighted (DW) images was significantly associated with findings of either increased (DW ≥ 30) versus decreased (DW ≤ 25) anisotropic diffusion. Other clinical and experimental factors were not statistically significant for direction of anisotropic diffusion, but these results may have been limited by the relatively small number of studies within each domain (e.g., pediatric studies). In summary, current results indicate roughly equivalent number of studies reporting increased versus decreased anisotropic diffusion during semi-acute mTBI, with the number of unique diffusion images being statistically associated with the direction of findings.